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Introduction
Following a human-centered design process.
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Time schedule
3 months, 12 weeks, 81 days.



2-days user-study trip to the Kiruna Mine, north area of Sweden.
“We go where the project takes us.”
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The process of “sub-level” mines.
Example: LKAB mine in Kiruna, Sweden.



World

Iron ore mine in Kiruna, Sweden.
The worlds largest underground mine.Final product:

Iron ore pallets
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9 hours train ride across 
Sweden from Umeå to Kiruna.

Two designers from Atlas Copco 
supported us during our user-studies.

Umeå

Örebro

Kiruna

Sweden 12



Production insights
Observing the process of production drilling and speaking to 

persons who are daily involved into it.
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Technical insights
Experienced the workshop atmosphere and collected useful 

insights from mining workers about them-selfs and their machines.



Infrastructure insights
We experienced production transport -1364 meters below ground level 

and getting to know how the mine is logistically organized.
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Human-centered Design
Interviewing people about the work, life, fears and dreams.
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Ethnographic research & evaluation
11 brains, 8 days, 1.000+ post-its.



8-long-hour-days workshop of intensive brainstorming.
Stakeholder maps, collecting user insights, persona, business insights, 

discuss user scenarios and a lot of coffee.
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Brainstorming process
Transforming information and observations into design opportunities.

Creating an overview and organize information and insights Discussing user scenarios

Collecting observations Creating specific user scenarios Collecting problems
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Ranking problems Evaluating possibilities and ideas

Role-play

Deciding on the most important design opportunities

Discussing design opportunities



Crusher (Rockbreaker)
Crushes the iron ore so it falls though 

the shaft into the train

10% of total efficiency
Very important for the mines total 

productivity is based on this machine 
interaction between Loader and Rock-

breaker.

loads

unloads

50% 
direct control

50%
remote control

100% 
remote controlled 
by operator

100%
automated

High costs
if stones get stuck in 
the tunnel between 
crusher and train.

Train
Transport the iron ore 

to the elevator

Loader (LHD)
Load and transport the iron 

ore to the crusher 

crushes

loads
transport
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Personal evaluation
Defining the personal area of project focus.

no / low maintenance

 Problems that can cause production stop

Problems that can’t cause production stop

high maintenance



Final evaluation
Defining the personal area of project focus.

Iron ore 
crushing process
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Due the fact that the mining business is strongly depending on efficient, I want to work 
with one of the most cost-driving variables in the production line: the crushing process.

Maintenance of “Rockbreaker system” and problems in the vertical shafts (for transport-
ing iron ore to the train) can cause expensive production stops. The fact that the “Load-
er” often has to wait for the “Crusher” to be ready for the next charge of iron ore cause 
delays in production and gives room for improvement. For me this process displayed a 

high contrast to the highly technological and modern image we gained from our visit of 
the Kiruna mine.

Furthermore we saw and were told by people about several problems of 
operating these “Rockbreaker system” under this specific conditions.

According to the previous investigations and evaluations, 
I decided to focus on the iron ore crushing process.

Personal conclusion:
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Problem evaluation
Defining on the project focus.



Group:
We saw a lot of technological change here - are there negative sides?

Supervisor:
Sure - everything got more safe and comfortable over the years. 

Group:
“Is there a negative side?”

Supervisor:
I learned to control the machines manually when we had no remote control. This experience is 
something that young people are missing who start working directly with remote control.

Group:
Why?

Supervisor:
Experience driller can work with the information provided by the system, but the new ones can’t, the 
tool might break when they are operating with it, they read the positions wrong from the monitor.

Group:
Can this cause further problems?

Supervisor:
When we have to stop the production because of maintenance... this decreases the total efficient of 
the mine.

Anders E.
Safety Inspector; 25 years experience
Relevant part of his interview (*written as remembered)

People are used to techno-
logical change and experi-

enced a constant change on 
how people work: open mind 
to impliment new solutions.

The monitor has a low contrast. 
It’s hard to see depth, distance, 

perspective, difference between 
reality and screen.

Whether the maintenance can be 
done directly at the machines or it 

have to be done in the workshop. If 
no Back-Up vehicle is available this 

cause a partly production stop.
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Young operator (remote at control)
in the control center; new and his job
Relevant part of his interview (*written as remembered)

Machines are  not designed 
for that specific use case.

The lack in the remote control 
experience of the “old expe-
rience” can cause expensive 

production stops though 
human mistakes.

Operator:
“It’s very hard to control the machine”

Me:
Why?

Operator:
“I don’t get any feedback from the machines - sound would be nice”

Me:
Why don’t you change that?

Operator:
“It’s not easy... we told the management. ”

Me:
Why is that a problem?

Operator:
If you just sit in front of you computer you don’t have the relation to real sizes and power. You 
don’t feel what you do.

Me:
Can this cause further problems?

Operator:
The machines can have long maintenance when they have a problem or do a mistake. And it 
stops the production. 



Interviewing an young operator.
About his daily work experience and problems with the remote control.
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The view of the operator while working.
This provides him the ability to see the crushing process from many perspectives.



Pedestal boom machines (Rockbreaker Systems)
These machines make sure that bigger rocks can fall through the shaft.
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Big issue: maintenance
In case of maintenance they have to remove the 

whole machine and repair it in the workshop.



Miners obviously have a personal connection to this machine.
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Cameras can lose contact or get destroyed.Maintenance means stop of production and lose of money.

...or can fall to the side by making a to hectic movement.Machines can get hit by a falling rock...

Accidents happen - even if they shouldn’t.



The loader brings the iron ore to the crusher in charges of 10-14 tons.
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The low form factor (here the loader) of this machines shows the
 specific requirements for mining machinery.



A more detailed look on the crushing process
Our records and the discussions with the operator displayed a lot of problems.

Remote control
2 joysticks let the operator control the iron ore crusher and a 

display for machine status and process monitoring.

Control center
In the control center, (outside of the mine) operators con-

trol the crusher via remote control solutions.

Moving rocks
Some stones just need be pushed into 

the gap of the grid. This is been done by 
the head of the breaker - but because of 
his pencil like form its not easy to move 

the rocks - this takes a lot of time

Delay: The Loader waits for the Crusher
Until he has destroyed all rocks and is ready for more mate-

rial - this delay effects the total efficiency of the mine.

Unloading of the Loader
The Loader put the material in the shaft. He often has to 

wait there until the Crusher is ready for more iron ore.
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Stabilizing rocks
Before trying to destroy the rock, 

it often just move to the side if the 
tool is not positioned on a good 

spot of the rock.

Finding the gap
Which is hidden by the rocks lying 

on the steal grid.

Destroying rocks
after founding the right spot to hammer.

Further transport
by the train to the elevator and another 

crushing process

Move destroyed rocks
so they fall through the grid and fall down the shaft. 
At this point we observed big problems in our user 

studies - the demolition tool seems not perfect 
solution for this task.



Operator in the control center

3 weeks education is required 
for this job- working under-

ground directly at the iron ore 
crusher.

All machines are connected to 
a Wi-fi system to enable remote 

control.

Switches to the next machine, 
when the loader stops bringing 

new iron ore to his spot.

No feedback of vibration or 
sound - less control of the 

machine then working under-
ground.

The work of every employee 
at the remote control get 
tracked in a system to ob-
serve individual efficiency.

We observed many problems 
with the camera - often they lose 

contact or can get damaged. 
Dust and bad light situation de-
crease visibility for the operator.

CONTROLS
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Rockbreaker Systems

Loader (brings iron ore)

Highly important for the mines total 
productivity is based on this ma-
chine interaction between Loader 

and Rockbreaker.

No direct communication 
between the worker who 
operates the loader and 
the remote operator   in 

the control center.

Are used in many industries 
and creative fields.

The possibility to control the 
breaker manually directly at the 

shaft has to the provided.

Loaders are easier to replace in case 
of maintenance, because they can 
just drive to the workshop and get 
quickly replaced by a back-up ma-

chine. Rockbreaker Systems are not 
that fast to replace.

The size of the machines de-
pends on the size of the shaft 
and the required tool power.

This machines can not move 
by them-self in case of mainte-

nance they have to be transport-
ed by another vehicle.



SELLS

Suppliers like Atlas Copco

Modularity: Designing on a 
platform system which allows 

more modularity.

Sustainability opens 
possibilities to re-

duce cost.

Service gets increasingly 
important for suppliers. They 
want to help their costumer 

in case of maintenance.
Service gets increasingly im-

portant for suppliers. They want 
to help their costumer in case 

of maintenance.

Future: higher requirements for 
productivity, flexibility, ergonomics 

and environments. Working on more 
advance tools and systems.

Revenue in the area of mining: 40% 
comes from selling products, 23% 
from consumables, 37% from ser-

vice. 60% comes from actions after 
selling the product.

Approach: “There is always a 
better way” (to do things) -> 

strive for new advanced solu-
tions

Focusing on global me-
ga-trends

“Service lets us interact with 
the customer”

Flexible transport, assembly and 
packaging solutions saves money 

and increase sustainability

Optimization of the value 
chain of their products.
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Focusing on sustainability will 
increase production efficiency.

Creating USP (“Unique Selling 
Points”) by being more sustain-

able than competitors

Streamlining the process to im-
prove profitability and improve 

logistics to reduce costs.

Efficiency is the most relevant 
variable for the iron ore busi-

ness - a solution should never 
decrease efficiency.

Increase volumes -> less cost -> 
higher efficiency

Human recourses are the back-
bone of LKAB

Have a very good infrastructure 
here -and one of the largest 

Wi-Fi System in the world (for 
connecting their machines).”

Would like to have more influ-
ence when it comes to deciding 

on machinery.

Mining companies like LKAB

Miners (end-user)
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Design brief
Goals and wishes for the project.



People

Business Technology

Innovation

How might we imple-
ment industry change 

and future possibilities?

How might we 
enhance efficiency and 

reduce cost on a long term 
goal?

How might we enhance the daily work 
experience with the machinery? 
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Modularity - How to make it more customizable for specific scenarios?
Technology trends - How to enhance efficiency in the future?
Flexibility - How to create something that is easy to adopt for businesses?
Process - Rethinking the crushing process for this specific scenario.
Service / Mobility - Rethinking the service and maintenance scenario. 

Experience - How to enhance the interaction with this product?
Sustainability - How could new technologies increase sustainability?

Goal of this project:

Rethinking the entire iron ore crushing process 
for more efficiency and a better work experience.

Wish of this project:



Conceptional Inspiration Board
Technologies and Solutions / Products

Stationary robot arms
Example: KUKA Robots

Festo - The ExoHand 
Real time handling of 

robot movements

Unique dual power excavator 
with zero emissions

DARPA
Advanced Robotics

Mobile Demolition Solutions 
for remote control

Festo - The ExoHand
Sophisticated Robotic Hand 

Also Doubles As A Human 
Exoskeleton

Festo
Bionic Handling Assistant

Variety of front-tools for differ-
ent task which are all adapt-

able to all kind of booms.

Festo - Robot Arm Models Hu-
man Muscle and Bone Structure

Curiosity Rover - NASA Robotic 
Solution includes many interest-

ing advanced technologies.
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Market overview
Relevant technical solutions

high production volume

Mass market
Most common solution

Kiruna Mine Solution: 
BTI Rockbreaker System (Pedestal 
Boom mounted on trailer)

Unique Solutions: 
Breaker on a mobile crane truck

RB Series

Mobile Demolition Solutions:
Husqvarna DXR 310

Husqvarna DXR 140

 low production volume

high mobility

DXR Serie

Atlas Copco RB450LD

Stationary Boom Solutions:
Atlas Copco RB1250
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Analyses
Rockbreaker System’s technology, markets and problems.



Technical details of mainstream solution.
of Rockbreaker Systems (example: Atlas Copco Pedestal Boom RB600 XD) 

Hydraulic Breaker
of Rockbreaker Systems

Demolition hammer
destroys the rock and is the part 

with the highest consumption

Steel pins and bushes
transferring the force of the hydraulic 

pumps on the boom.

Breaker Boom
split into 3 parts

Hydraulic cylinders
to move parts of the boom and 
also requires regular maintenance

Regular maintenance parts

2 hydraulic cylinders 1 hydraulic cylinders 1 hydraulic cylinders

Mounting platform
provides 360° degree X-axis 

rotation capabilities

4 meters work distance
between platform and Breaker in a average scenario.

Bearings
Spherical self-aligning bearings 
throughout

Electric supply
for the hydraulic working parts

Mounting platform

X+Y axis capabilities Y+Z axis capabilities Y+Z axis capabilities direct attached

Energy supply

First Boom part Second Boom part Third Boom part Hydraulic Breaker
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Specific technical details for the observed Kiruna mine solution.
Customized BTI SX series- X large (10,000 ft-lb breaker with a 22’ reach) mounted on a trailer instead of on the ground.

6 Hydraulic ground stabilizer
make sure the rockbreaker is securely placed on the ground 
(4 at the main front part, 2 for the trailer part).

Hydraulic power unit
supplies the machine with energy.

Harsh environment
The machines is used for placing 
maintenance material and tools

Provisional solution
For transporting cases the 

boomer gets rotated on the 
trailer.

Trailer
have to be attached to a strong vehicle 

that can transport the machine from the 
work area to the workshop or the other way 

around..

Protection
to protect the environment from 

the demolition hammer on the 
transport so it can’t cause any 

damage.

Wall
to help the operator to position the 

boom above the trailer.

Fire extinguisher 
is provisional attached to 

the side of the

Hydraulic breaker (detached)
In case of maintenance the whole 
machine is moved to the workshop.

Wheels 
provide roll (not drive) capabilities
when attached to the vehicle.

Compressor 
which can be used for several 
purposes.



Tunnel
An average tunnel in sub-level mines.

Rockbreaker
The Rockbreaker is moved to this position by another vehi-

cle since it can’t move by its own. This is a proces workers 
do manually. This cause danger because rocks can fall 

down in this stressed area of the mine. In case of mainte-
nance workers have to bring this machine into the work-

shop manually and check the damage in detail there, since 
it’s more secure for longer maintenance work.

Loader / LHD
The Loader transport the material to the shaft. In 
this case he is waiting for the Rockbreaker to re-

move all rocks from the steel grid. In general is the 
loader much more faster then the Rockbreaker.

Shaft
Where rocks fall down for further pro-
duction. When stones get stacked in the 
shaft and they can’t remove them, they 
fill the shaft with concrete and then drill a 
new tunnel to create a shaft with a clean 
inner surface.

5 meters
wide

Steel grid
Enables to collect rocks which are to 
large for further production.

Scenario
Bird-perspective of the scenario: A tunnel in sub-level mines like the one in Kiruna, Sweden.

Cameras
Necessary for remote control the machines and 

to enabke general observations of production
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Deciding on the 3 biggest design opportunities within this area.
Focusing on a solution that impacts the heaviest problems.

1. Potential

Iron Ore Crushing Process

Stabilization
The operator had problems with crushing 

the rocks.

Protection
The horizontal movements against the 
rocks for moving them leads to higher 

consumption of the tools.

Set-Up & Remove Process

Mobility
The Rockbreaker has to be transported manually 

by the Loader / LHD. This brings up safety and 
efficiency potentials and gives room for more 

advanced solutions.

Maintenance Process

Modularity
In case of maintenance everything should be 
good accessible and parts should be easy to 

handle.

2. Potential 3. Potential



Market development and prediction
of advanced technologies (source: Siemens research)

Autonomous Robots to 
Surpass Expert Systems: 
Forecast Share of the Smart 
Machine Market. Systems that 
help users make decisions or 
that make decisions on their 
own: The global market for 
Smart Machines encompasses 
five segments.
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Mining Business for Manufacturers
Shows the focus on revenue in service (source: AtlasCopco Annual report). A service 

contact for a machine is often more worth then the machine selling revenue itself.
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Conception
Evaluating the idea to create the final product.

60
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Sketching
Visualizing and evaluating ideas and play with design concepts.



“Mobility is not a big issue for our 
special use case”

Positive things to keep for final concept: 
Small packaging and easy set-up.

“Parts of it could considered”

Positive things to keep for final concept: 
Flexible in usage, flexibility in use-case

“Imaginable Concept”

Positive things to keep for final concept: Fo-
cus on stationary solutions (more common) 

and the easy maintenance process.

1. Concept
Mobile Solution

Presentation to Manufacturers, User Stakeholders
Gaining feedback and insights.

2. Concept
Flexible System Solution

3. Concept
Stationary System Solution
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“Brilliant idea”

Next step: Considering engineering and 
production details

Platform Concept
The feedback showed that our use-case is so unique that it was advised to de-
sign for the mass market (stationary) and allow to serve unique use-cases like 
the Kiruna Mine though customization. Furthermore I enhanced visibility and 

mechanism of the “BreakerClaw” which gained again a very positive feedback.

4. Concept
BreakerClaw

2 Weeks later:
After the pPresentation of the four concepts we had a 

second presentation where I tried to implement the feed-
back from manufacturers and stakeholders into a final 

concept:



Kiruna Mine Solution: 
BTI Rockbreaker System (Pedestal 
Boom mounted on trailer)

Unique Solutions: 
Breaker on a mobile crane truck

Atlas Copco RB450LD

RB Series

Stationary Boom Solutions:
Atlas Copco RB1250

Mobile Demolition Solutions:
Husqvarna DXR 310

Husqvarna DXR 140

DXR Serie

Prototyping the concept
Design, Scale, Mechanics

Lasercut Layer

Because the boom is holing many tons of weight 
it’s often not a flat sheet of metal. Using champfers 
and embossing helps to increase stability dramat-
ically. Using layers of lasercuted MDF gives a quick 

feeling for different form variations.

Full assembled flexible prototype

This allows to evaluate the size 1:20 for 
the final model work and discuss about 
expression and proportions with other 

designers.

Design concept of the BreakerClaw

Simple and fast mock-ups allows to quickly 
evaluate the right design. It gave an insight 
about the right set-up and number of the 

“claw” for the  concept.

1. Prototypes
Testing Line-work and Expression

2. Prototype
Testing total expression and mechanism

3. Prototype
Testing functionality and form
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Market Strategy
Platform conception allow quick changes.

low mobility

high production volume

 low production volume

Strategy:
Designed for the mass market, but 

serve smaller markets at the same time 
though the plattform concept.

high mobility

Stationary Semi-mobil Mobil



Design Strategy
Does it have to look like every other hydraulic boomer?

Keep the robust appearance of powerful 
hydraulic boomers and let it be influenced 
by more smart appealing boomers of other 

industries.

Try to implement the intelligent appearance of 
electro-mechanic boomers at a hydraulic boomer.

“An innovative concept needs an 
innovative appearance.”

Transfer the appearance of 
the innovative-appealing elec-

tro-mechanic boomer industries 
into a traditional heavy machine 

industry.

Biggest visual differentiator:
Big circular visual highlight 

at the joint parts and dynam-
ic form shape of the boomer 

itself.

Heavy and robust tools
Hydraulic boomers

Fast and smart tools
Electro-mechanic boomers
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Design Features
Power, Robust, Intelligence, Dynamic, Reliable



Getting feedback from manufacturers, users, and stakeholders via teleconferencing.
Reciving a important perspective on the concepts to detact pro’s and con’s about them.
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Design feedback and visualization workshop.
From one of Sweden’s best industrial designers.



Preparing for final presentation.
Time is running.
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The final physical model.
Builded in the scale of 1:20.
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Final presentation with representatives from AtlasCopco and LKAB.
Lucky to be there (after been in hospital the day before).
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Result & Reflection
After a 11 week journey.



Analyses
Problems with Rock-crushing.

Maintenance
Moving rocks cause inner damage. Breakers are not 

designed for horizontal forces.

Efficiency
Slipping rocks when trying to hit them cause lack in 

efficiency. This makes up to 10% of the total 
efficiency of the mine.
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BreakerClaw
Tool protection and rock stabilization.

Valve
When forces reach a certain level the 

valve will lock and the operator is auto-
matically using the more powerful forces 

of the boomer. Having pressure also tell 
the operator that he archived stability 

which ensure a perfect crushing process.

Steel frame
For stability and a cheap pro-

duction everything is cohere to 
a steel frame. This brings func-

tional advantages in  weight and  
transmission of power.

Hydraulic cylinder
Though connection to the main pneumatic infrastruc-
ture it is pushing down the steel frame and archives 
stabilization of the rock.

Detachable claws
In case of maintenance it’s possible to detach 
parts of the steel construction. It also provide 
good visibility for the operator though the gabs 
between the claws.

Consumables
Implementing consumables give manufacturers 
a better position of keeping a long-term relation 
to their clients which became a big part of the 
business strategy. On the other side it enables 
the user to quickly change parts which are 
damaged. Furthermore the geometry has high 
functional advantages.
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BreakerClaw
Tool protection and rock stabilization.
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Maintenance experience
Implementation of recent production trends.

Safety aspect
Besides the functional reasons it also ben-

efits the work and maintenance experience. 
It splits the area into a crushing and main-
tenance area. This allows to design a more 

user-friendly maintenance scenario. 



RockShield
Machine protection and rock reinforcement.

Rock stabilization 
and machine protection

The rock shield is protection the 
machine from rocks and also keeps 

the area in the back of the ma-
chines where people are working 

clean. Furthermore it helps the 
operator to crush rocks: the can 

use this steel shield to take forces 
when trying to destroy rocks.
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Platform Setup
Implementation of recent production trends.

Industry shift
When observing industry 
movements it is obvious 
that it moves to more open 
platform designs. Machines 
share the same platform at 
gain extra parts to become a 
specific product. But in case 
of Rockbreaker we see many 
specific products and cus-
tom maid  solution of perfect 
client needs which increase 
the demand for platform 
designed machines.

Market demands
This way of designing products 

enables in case of the rock-
breaker the possibility to cus-

tomize for static (main market), 
semi-mobile and mobile (see 

here) solution.



Efficency and Experience
Problem orientated and user-centred.
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IRS-25
A modular design concept featuring an outlook to future possibilities.
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Modularity - How to make it more customizable for specific scenarios?
Technology trends - How to enhance efficiency in the future?
Flexibility - How to create something that is easy to adopt for businesses?
Process - Rethinking the crushing process for this specific scenario.
Service / Mobility - Rethinking the service and maintenance scenario. 

Goal of this project:

Reflection
Comparing the design brief and the result.

I have to say that very pleased with the result and impressed on 
all the new gained knowledge which came across in the design 
process. Compared to  the initial design brief for this project 
and the final result you see a very consistent picture. In this 
project it was not sure to come up with something innovative 
in these points, since these goals where areas to look into and 
research on. Of course the innovation value which was hidden 
in each areas was unequal in the end. So I had to face that there 
are, besides trends in service- and information-technology 
which I tried to implement , not many market drives for man-
ufacturers to research in the area of automation and “intelli-
gence” of rockbreaker machines. Furthermore “Flexibility” and 
my aim to rethink the whole infrastructure process seemed to 
collide. After the first presentation feedbacks it becomes clear, 

that it is better to design something that is easy to adopt in the 
current process/business rather then changing the whole pro-
cess, since this would cause other problems. 

So I went with a product that was in the area of current solu-
tions: a stationary pedestal boom. But I was very happy in the 
end to come up with some innovation potential in the ideation 
process while working in just this small area. I was able to cre-
ate a modular concept with the idea of the platform concept, 
kept flexibility for business with the additive BreakerClaw and 
though the idea of the RockShield and the new designed rear 
of the rockbreaker I tackled my goal of redesigning the mainte-
nance process and experience.

Experience - How to enhance the interaction with this product?
Sustainability - How could new technologies increase sustainability?

Wish of this project:

Besides having clear goals for my projects I also listed wishes. 
The idea of list sustainability was founded in the hope for effective 
technology trends as I wrote before. Since there was more innova-
tion potential on other areas it didn’t make sense for me to follow 
this wish in the further process. But I think, since I told about the 
redesigned maintenance area of the machines, I was able to en-
hance the experience for the workers with this machines on a daily 
basis.

Personally for me this 11 week project was a amazing journey and I 
have to thank many people for been an important part of that.

Special thanks to Thomas Degn 
(For organizing, feedback and his patience)

Thanks to the whole APD1 class
(For help and the great team work at many stages)

LKAB
(The chance of having a real insight into the daily 
work in mines resulted in great design opportunities)

Atlas Copco & Johan Gustafsson
(For their great feedback at many stages of the process)



Thank your for reading.

More insights on sebastiangier.com
Contact via info@sebastiangier.com

Project Trailer: https://vimeo.com/112481735
Modelbuilding Insights: https://vimeo.com/117420509 


